Milan, 17 November 2022
1st December, Rome: "NETWORKS, NEW ECONOMY, INNOVATION & NETWORKING" ASSORETIPMI National Meeting
LutinX certifies 10 years of ASSORETIPMI
On the tenth anniversary of its foundation, an important meeting will be held by ASSORETIPMI in Rome, on 1 December,
at the “Auditorium della Cassa Nazionale di Previdenza e Assistenza Forense” in Rome, located at Via Ennio Quirino
Visconti 8.
ASSORETIPMI – Association of Small-Medium Business Networks, is an independent Italian body operating at a national
level with a presence in some foreign countries. Its aim is to spread the culture of aggregation between companies and
professionals, thanks to a mixed network made up of companies and professionals. ASSORETIPMI today numbers over
100 Local Delegations, 470 events, 750 qualified Network Managers, the Marco Biagi University Foundation and an online
community of over 57,000 members on LinkedIn (under: "SME NETWORKS" Groups).
This special occasion will begin with speeches of various experts about the topics seen to be most relevant by its members,
followed by a round table. After 1.30pm time will be set aside for networking in order to foster relationships between
participants. For further information, the agenda can be found here. All participants on the day will receive certification
in the form of an LutinX blockchain badge.

LUTINX is a hybrid environment, KYC & AML Compliant, created for the certification of digital data. Blockchain and Artificial
Intelligence are together in one unique place and it is one of the sponsors of the event. Alessandro Civati, founder, and CEO of
LutinX, will speak about “the Blockchain: AI and Blockchain for Business Networks".

Participation at this meeting is free, subject to mandatory advanced registration subject to availability by 29 November .
Please register HERE: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSc-lT27Z4aY8IA52_DsZUVezPl9aTEtVUB9dVPCpP7hqja9g/viewform
“LutinX and ASSORETIPMI have been worked together over a long period of time, and I believe networking between companies is
essential for the growth of the national economy”, states Alessandro Civati, Founder and CEO of LutinX. He also underlines the
need to speak more often and to an ever wider audience about technology and the blockchain, to remove the negative aura which
surrounds it and foster understanding that the future already exists in the present.
"With LutinX, ASSORETIPMI can provide its members with agile, advanced and strategic tools to improve entrepreneurial,
managerial and professional organisation, promoting the diffusion of technologies serving all economic operators, with the
highest level of security and data protection" says Eugenio Ferrari, president of ASSORETIPMI

LutinX
LutinX is an international company that offers a patented system for legally certifying data, whatever it is. Its technological heart
natively offers Blockchain technology, a proprietary environment for verifying personal identity and unique applications developed
in compliance with AML and Privacy regulations. In a world full of offers, LutiniX has specialized in digital data certification,
focusing its growth in the areas of Culture, Education and Sport in compliance with all European standards LutinX is the natural
technological partner for the digital transition in compliance with environment and PNRR and offers specific auditing solutions for
each activity that can be financed. Blockchain and Artificial Intelligence with LutinX are within everyone's reach for a true
governance of knowledge and data.
LutinX was founded by Alessandro Civati - Italian, Milanese, economic studies at the Catholic University, passion for new
technologies, and visionary. Alessandro was one of the first Smart Card certifiers in Italy, again in 1999 he brought Network
Solutions - world leader in the registration of web domains - in our country and since 2007 he took up assignments first from the
government of Pakistan and then from other governments Africans for the economic development of their countries.
To date LutinX operates in over ten countries, with private, corporate, and institutional clients.

Contacts: www.lutinx.com
Press office: Simona Frignani - press.ita@lutinx.net

